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Description:

New York Times bestselling sportswriter Michael Holley takes readers behind the scenes of the relationship that transformed the Patriots from a
middling franchise to the envy of the NFL.No head coach-quarterback pair has been more successful in NFL history than Bill Belichick and Tom
Brady of the New England Patriots. They have won four Super Bowls, six AFC championships, and thirteen division titles. And now Holley takes
us inside their relationship, dissecting how these men and their team came to dominate football.Belichick, a genius as a defensive coordinator, had
been a five-year flop as head coach of the Cleveland Browns. Upon his controversial arrival in Foxboro, though, he quickly began to remake the
team at every level--scouts, coaches, and players. His bold, calculated approach had fans up in arms, sportswriters questioning his intelligence, and
players wondering how long they would last on the team.Meanwhile, buried down in the 2000 NFL draft, the 199th overall pick was a skinny kid
from the University of Michigan named Tom Brady who many scouts thought would never succeed at a professional level. The lowest of the four
quarterbacks on the teams depth chart, he appeard to be just one of the guys. Like Belichick, though, he lived for football, and he knew the
playbook as well as Drew Bledsoe, the franchise quarterback. And when Bledsoe was injured in 2001, Brady took the job and vowed to never
give it back.The handsome Brady became a star, wearing hand-tailored suits, appearing in movies and on magazine covers, and marrying a
supermodel. Belichick, with his trademark cut-off hoodies, was the opposite of a fashion plate. Together, the odd couple somehow rose above
controversies and tragedies. Draft picks were lost, suspensions given, lawsuits filed. As their legends have grown, so have their critics, with some
of those critics operating from NFL headquarters. Despite that, with Belichicks deft and brilliant strategy in the draft year in year out and Bradys
exacting decision-making on the field, the Patriots cultivated an atmosphere of success and won a stunning 75 percent of their games together.
Respected and reviled, Belichick and Brady have set the bar high for excellence in a league designed for parity. They have rarely been understood.
Until now. Based on dozens of interviews with former and current players, coaches, and executives, Belichick and Brady is an eye-opening look at
the minds, motives, and wild ambitions of two men who have left an indelible mark on the game of football.

Michael Holleys first book on the Patriots was 2004s Patriot Reign, an excellent fly-on-the-wall account of the Patriots first Super Bowl win and
the 2002-2003 seasons. Belichick gave Holley total access to the team at the time, and the result was a treasure trove of insight: whether it was an
anecdote of Belichick chewing out the team, a breakdown of the Patriots infamous gameplan against the Rams in Super Bowl 36, or Belichick
telling Tom Jackson how to anatomically handle himself, Patriot Reign was the first definitive insight to the inner workings of the best NFL team in
the modern era. At the time it was unparalleled access to the notoriously guarded Belichick, matched only by David Halberstams Education of a
Coach (2005) and, more recently, NFL Films fantastic A Football Life: Bill Belichick (2011). Holley also released War Room in 2011, which was
ostensibly about the NFL draft process, but was more so a recap of everything that had happened to the Patriots since the conclusion of Patriot
Reign. It was obvious Holley had less connections to the team with that book, but there was enough gold about Belichicks drafting methods to
make it a worthwhile read.Unfortunately, I cannot say the same about Belichick and Brady. Holley has little, if anything, to say here. The book
being sold as a treatise on the relationship of Belichick and Brady, the two men most responsible for the Patriots success. It promises to explore
how they weathered controversies (namely spygate and deflategate), and how they led New England to greatness. But the amount of pages we see
Belichick and Brady together, working out a gameplan or discussing how to handle a crisis, can be reduced to almost one chapter on the 2009
season- and its all simply paraphrases from the aforementioned Football Life documentary. The rest of the book simply passively cuts back and
forth between whatever Belichick or Brady were in the news for in a given season- including a lot of gossipy things that only the least serious
football fan cares about. Holley also has this convoluted tendency to interject whatever the cultural du jour of the day was in whatever season hes
discussing. For instance, theres a long aside about fears of cheating in sports, which he then links to Spygate in 07; or how Boston sports teams
started winning again after the Patriots first Super Bowl wins, and what this means for the culture of the city. Its all meant to sound profound or
socially compelling, but most of it feels, at best, hackneyed in lieu of anything real. At worst, it feels like a cheap way to pad the book (do I really
need to be reminded about the Janet Jackson wardrobe malfunction again?).To me, the most disappointing aspect was how Holley offers
absolutely nothing new on the 2014 Super Bowl team. No inside story about the alleged tension between Brady and Belichick at the start of the
season; nothing new about the Kansas City game or the subsequent run of wins that followed. Everything is a lazy summary of articles and
interviews any hardcore fan has probably seen. Even worse, Holley uses the whole chapter on the 2014 season- a landmark year for Brady and
Belichick, which tied them for the most rings won by any QB or Coach in NFL history, respectively- as a prelude to dumpster fire popularly
known as deflategate. Now even for those of you who are dying for a deflategate rerun- and I cant imagine many reading this review are- theres
nothing groundbreaking here. Its all just the same stuff youve seen a thousand times, the texts between the ballboys, Harbaugh getting pissy in the
playoff loss, Grigson kissing up to the league, etc... Holley starts info-dumping this stuff throughout the whole chapter on 2014, and essentially the
rest of the book is dedicated to it. Again, expect zero revelations about how Belichick and Brady chose to navigate this mess. In fact, all we get is
some flimflam conjecture that only Belichick must have understood what Brady was going through, since Belichick went through the same thing
during spygate. Quite the deduction, that.The book concludes on the 2015 season, thus it doesnt even address the fact that Brady had to end up
serving his suspension this year. All journalist literature of course is dated; it must be published at some point, and thus miss what happens next. But
the only way to make the read still worthwhile is to have new things to say, things that other scribes at the time didnt know. Belichick and Brady
does not provide. Its obvious Holley no longer has any connection to the team (and given how Belichick treats him during his weekly segment on
Holleys show on WEEI, Im not surprised). But Im lead to believe Holley wants you to believe he still has some inside connection, considering he
tries to write with the same fly-on-the-wall perspective he deployed in his first book whenever he can. For anyone who is aware where the
material came from, this feels cheap. And what few stories I didnt know (like Ty Law selling Brady his apartment back in 00), were hardly
revelations that the books premise hints at.I regret this purchase. What hints at being so much more, is essentially a priced up wikipedia article that
lists the headlines concerning the New England Patriots, Bill Belichick, and Tom Brady over the past 16 years. I guess if youre a really casual fan,
or if its 100 years from now and you are interested in researching the history of American Football, this book might be for you. Otherwise,



hardcore fans, skip with prejudice.
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0316266914 978-0316266 Definitely give Whats Broken Between Us a read, and check out Alexis Basss debut, Love and Other Theories, too.
These included complete patriot plans, market research logs, Belicjick consumer behavior thesis, and some humanities and creative writing mixed
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discovered football of an apparent, accidental sexual hanging. She is a national award winner and member of CPSA, past vice-president of the
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that would take organizational and that I don't possess.
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